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INFORMATION PAPER
Existing ICAO Policy and Guidance Material on Fair Competition
(Presented by the Secretariat)

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
This paper provides information on existing ICAO policy and guidance material
regarding fair competition. The paragraphs below present the relevant source information, with the
Appendices providing greater detail. Most of the material can be found in the Policy and Guidance
Material on the Economic Regulation of International Air Transport (Doc 9587), Assembly Resolutions in
Force (as of 4 October 2013) (Doc 10022), the Report of the Sixth Worldwide Air Transport Conference
(Doc 10009), and in the Manual on the Regulation of International Air Transport (Doc 9626). All these
documents are made available at the ATRP secure website under the ATRP/13 folder entitled References.

2.

PROVISIONS IN THE CHICAGO CONVENTION

2.1
Certain general principles set out in the Convention on International Civil Aviation
(Chicago Convention) may relate or apply to fair competition in international air transport. The Preamble
of the Convention states “……the undersigned governments having agreed on certain principles and
arrangements in order that international civil aviation may be developed in a safe and orderly manner
and that international air transport services may be established on the basis of equality of opportunity
and operated soundly and economically” (Doc 7300).
2.2
Article 44 of the Convention also states that “The aims and objectives of the Organization
are to develop the principles and techniques of international air navigation and to foster the planning and
development of international air transport so as to: …(f) Insure that the rights of contracting States are
fully respected and that every contracting State has a fair opportunity to operate international airlines;”
and “(g) Avoid discrimination between contracting States;…” (Doc 7300).

3.

ICAO ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS

3.1
The Assembly adopted resolutions with passages on fair competition.
Assembly Resolution A38-14, Consolidated statement of ICAO continuing policies in the air transport
field, adopted by the 38th Session held in 2013, contains the following clauses:
3.2
In A38-14, Appendix A, Section II, operative clause 2, the Assembly “…Urges Member
States to take into consideration that fair competition is an important general principle in the operation
of international air services;…”(Doc 10022, page III-6), and, in operative clause 11, “…Requests the
Council to develop tools such as an exchange forum to enhance cooperation, dialogue and exchange of
information on fair competition between States with a view to promoting compatible regulatory
approaches towards international air transport;… ” (Doc 10022, page III-7).
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In A38-14, Appendix A, Section V, operative clause 2, the Assembly “…Encourages
Member States to incorporate the basic principles of fair and equal opportunity to compete, nondiscrimination, transparency, harmonization, compatibility and cooperation set out in the Convention
and embodied in ICAO’s policies and guidance in national legislation, rules and regulations, and in air
services agreements;…”(Doc 10022, page III-9)

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF AIR TRANSPORT CONFERENCES

4.1
Among the conclusions and recommendations adopted by past ICAO air transport
conferences and endorsed by the Council and/or Assembly, some dealt with safeguards, including fair
competition, State aids/subsidies and dispute settlement. These have been incorporated as guidance into
Doc 9587, except those produced by the Sixth Worldwide Air Transport Conference (ATConf/6).
4.2
The Fourth Worldwide Air Transport Conference (ATConf/4, 1994) considered the
subject of safeguards along with market access and a related dispute resolution mechanism. While
concluding that the proposed regulatory arrangements on safeguards and the dispute settlement
mechanism could “provide a working tool, in concept form, which could serve as a means of ensuring fair
competition”, the Conference recommended that further development be undertaken by the Organization.
Based on the recommendations, relevant guidance was subsequently produced with the assistance of the
Air Transport Regulation Panel (ATRP) (see paragraph 5.1). ATConf/4 also considered the issue of State
aids/subsidies, and recommended a regulatory arrangement for consideration by States. The text of the
arrangement, as well as related conclusions are contained on page 8-6 in Doc 9587 (reproduced in
Appendix A).
4.3
The Fifth Worldwide Air Transport Conference (ATConf/5, 2003) considered, among
other topics, how to ensure fair competition in an environment of liberalization (Agenda Item 2.3 Part I),
including a proposed model clause on “Safeguards against anti-competitive practices” for optional use by
States. The Conference concluded that “liberalization must be accompanied by appropriate safeguard
measures to ensure fair competition, and effective and sustained participation of all States”, and agreed
that States should consider the addition of the proposed model clauses to their air services agreements.
The model clause and related conclusions are found in Doc 9587, Appendix 4, pages A4-8, A4-9
(reproduced in Appendix B).
4.4
ATConf/5 also addressed the issue of State aids/subsidies (Agenda Item 2.3 Part II), and
concluded that “in a situation of the transition to liberalization or even in an already-liberalized market,
States may wish to continue providing some form of assistance to their airlines. However, States should
bear in mind that provision of State aids/subsidies, which confer benefits on national air carriers but are
not available to competitors in the same market, may distort trade in international air services and may
constitute unfair competitive practices.” It further concluded that while in special cases “where State
assistance can produce economic and/or social benefits,[…] States should take transparent and effective
measures accompanied by clear criteria and methodology to ensure that aids/subsidies do not adversely
impact on competition in the marketplace […]” (full text in Doc 9587, Appendix 4, page A4-10,
reproduced in Appendix C).
4.5
ATConf/6 addressed, among other key issues, the topic of fair competition
(Agenda Item 2.4) and adopted Recommendation 2.4/1, which calls for States to consider fair competition
as an important general principle in the operation of international air services (full text in Doc 10009,
page 27, and reproduced in Appendix D). In its conclusion on safeguards, the Conference recognized that
“the guidance developed by ICAO on safeguard measures pertaining to effective participation in
international air transport, assurance of service and State aid/subsidies, essential air service, and
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changes and States’ requirements […]”. It adopted Recommendation 2.5/1, calling for States “to give due
regard to the principles agreed upon by the aviation community at the various ICAO fora pertaining to
safeguard measures[…]”, and for ICAO to “actively promote and encourage States to use the relevant
ICAO guidance[…]” (full text in Doc 10009, pages 28-29, reproduced in Appendix D).

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AIR TRANSPORT REGULATION PANEL

5.1
During the development of ICAO policy guidance on air transport regulation, many tasks
were assigned to the Air Transport Regulation Panel (ATRP), including the creation of guidance relating
to fair competition and safeguards. Pursuant to the recommendation of ATConf/4, the panel, at its ninth
meeting (ATRP/9), developed a “Safeguard Mechanism for Fair Competition” (Recommendation
ATRP/9-1) and a related “Dispute Settlement” mechanism (Recommendation ATRP/9-2). These
recommendations were approved by the Council and disseminated to States for their guidance in
regulatory practice (full texts in Doc 9587, pages 1-28 and 1-29, and reproduced in Appendix E).

6.

ICAO TEMPLATE AIR SERVICES AGREEMENTS

6.1
Much of the policy guidance developed by ICAO over the years were adapted and
incorporated into the Bilateral Template Air Services Agreements (TASA), which include clauses on Fair
Competition. In the 2008 Edition of Doc 9587, the TASA is included in Appendix 5, with each Article
having corresponding explanatory notes. The texts of Article 15 - Fair competition, Article 18 –
Safeguards, and Article 34 - Settlement of disputes are contained in Doc 9587, Appendix 5, on pages
A5-21, A5-30 to 31, and A5-47 to 52 respectively (reproduced in Appendix F).

7.

ICAO GUIDANCE MATERIAL (DOC 9626)

7.1
In addition to the policy guidance contained in the Convention, assembly resolutions,
council decisions, and the conclusions/recommendations of the air transport conferences and the ATRP,
the Secretariat also has produced guidance material in the form of manuals. Doc 9626 (Second Edition 2004) describes the regulatory practices of States and discusses some related key issues in air transport.
The relevant chapters of the manual which cover safeguards and fair competition are as follows:
7.2
In Chapter 2.2 – Structure of Bilateral Regulation, section 2 on typical provisions of
bilateral air services agreements, description is given to “a fair and equal opportunity article”, “a fair
competition article”, and “a settlement of disputes article” (pages 2.2-2 to 2-4). Some description on the
issue of “predatory pricing” can be found in Chapter 4.3-Air Carrier Tariffs (pages 4.3-10 to 4.3-11).
These are reproduced in Appendix G.
———————
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APPENDIX A
ATConf/4 proposed regulatory arrangement on State aids/subsidies
(Agenda Item 2.5 – Structural impediments)
“The following arrangement (which could be used both separately and in conjunction with the
safeguards mechanism described in para 2.2.4) was designed to deal with the potential adverse
effects of State aids/subsidies on international air transport:
Each party would:
a) recognize that State aids/subsidies which confer financial benefits on a national carrier or air
carriers that are not available to competitors in the same international markets can distort trade in
international air services and can constitute or support unfair competitive practices; and
b) accordingly, agree to take transparent and effective measures to ensure that its State
aids/subsidies to certain air carriers do not adversely impact on other competing air carriers.”

RELATED ATCONF/4 CONCLUSION
“From its discussion under Agenda Item 2.5 the Conference concluded that:
a) There was a general recognition that the question of State aids/subsidies was a very complex one
(for example, the distinction between what was legitimate investment in an air carrier and what
amounted to a State aid or subsidy in particular was not an easy one to make). Furthermore, in the
exercise of their socio-economic responsibilities, States would themselves decide on the nature
and level of support they would wish to give to their national carriers; in this connection
developing countries felt a particular need to sustain the participation of their carriers in
international air transport through some form of financial support.
b) State aids and subsidies per se were not necessarily unfair but some had the potential of being so.
The proposed future regulatory arrangement which focused on the potential effect of State aids or
subsidies on competing carriers (paragraph 2.5.3.2) provided a step in the direction of a fairer
competitive environment, but had to be considered in the overall framework of the matters noted
at a) above.
……”
————————
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APPENDIX B

ATConf/5 Conclusions for Agenda Item 2.3 Part I - Safeguards to Ensure fair Competition
(Doc 9587, Appendix 4, page A4-8 to A4-9)

CONCLUSIONS
From the documentation and the ensuing discussion on safeguards to ensure fair
competition under Agenda Item 2.3, the Conference concluded that:
a) liberalization must be accompanied by appropriate safeguard measures to ensure fair competition,
and effective and sustained participation of all States. Such measures should be an integral part of
the liberalization process and a living tool corresponding to the needs and stages of liberalization.
Such measures may include progressive introduction of liberalization, general competition laws,
and/or aviation-specific safeguards;
b) while general competition laws may be an effective tool in many cases, given the differences in
competition regimes, the differing stages of liberalization among States and the distinct
regulatory framework for international air transport, there may be a need for aviation-specific
safeguards to prevent and eliminate unfair competition in international air transport. This may be
done by means of an agreed set of anti-competitive practices which can be used, and if necessary
modified or added to, by States as indications to trigger necessary regulatory action;
c) in cases where national competition laws are applied to international air transport, care should be
taken to avoid unilateral action. In dealing with competition issues involving foreign air carriers,
States should give due consideration to the concerns of other States involved. In this context,
cooperation between or among States, especially between or among competition authorities, and
between such authorities and aviation authorities, has proved useful in facilitating liberalization
and avoiding conflicts;
d) harmonization of different competition regimes continues to be a major challenge. In cases where
disputes arise from the use of aviation-specific safeguards or the application of competition laws,
States should seek to resolve their disputes through the consultation and dispute settlement
mechanisms available under relevant air services agreements, and in the case of the latter, by
making use of the existing ICAO guidance on competition laws contained in Policy and
Guidance Material on the Economic Regulation of International Air Transport (Doc 9587);
e) the extraterritorial application of national competition laws can affect cooperative arrangements
regarded by many as essential for the efficiency, regularity and viability of international air
transport, certain forms of which benefit both users and air carriers alike. Consequently, where
antitrust or competition laws apply to such arrangements, decisions should take into account the
need for inter-carrier cooperation, including interlining, to continue where they benefit users and
air carriers; and
f) ICAO should continue to monitor developments in this area, and update its guidance material on
competition and safeguards, where necessary and in light of the evolution of liberalization.
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The Conference agreed that States should give consideration to the following model
clause as an option for use at their discretion in air services agreements:
“Safeguards against anti-competitive practices
1. The Parties agree that the following airline practices may be regarded as possible unfair
competitive practices which may merit closer examination:
a) charging fares and rates on routes at levels which are, in the aggregate, insufficient
to cover the costs of providing the services to which they relate;
b) the addition of excessive capacity or frequency of service;
c) the practices in question are sustained rather than temporary;
d) the practices in question have a serious negative economic effect on, or cause
significant damage to, another airline;
e) the practices in question reflect an apparent intent or have the probable effect, of
crippling, excluding or driving another airline from the market; and
f) behaviour indicating an abuse of dominant position on the route.

2. If the aeronautical authorities of one Party consider that an operation or operations intended or
conducted by the designated airline of the other Party may constitute unfair competitive behaviour
in accordance with the indicators listed in paragraph 1, they may request consultation in
accordance with Article __ (Consultation) with a view to resolving the problem. Any such request
shall be accompanied by notice of the reasons for the request, and the consultation shall begin
within 15 days of the request
3. If the Parties fail to reach a resolution of the problem through consultations, either Party may
invoke the dispute resolution mechanism under Article __ (Settlement of disputes) to resolve the
dispute.”
————————
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APPENDIX C

ATConf/5 Conclusions for Agenda Item 2.3 Part II - Sustainability and participation
(Doc 9587, Appendix 4, page A4-10)

————————
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APPENDIX D

ATConf/6 Recommendation on Fair Competition (Doc 10009, page 27)

RECOMMENDATION 2.4/1—FAIR COMPETITION
The Conference recommends that:
a) States should take into consideration that fair competition is an important general
principle in the operation of international air services;
b) States, taking into account national sovereignty, should develop competition laws and
policies that apply to air transport. In doing so, States should consider ICAO guidance on
competition;
c) States should give due consideration to the concerns of other States in the application of
national and/or regional competition laws or policies to international air transport;
d) States should give due regard to ICAO guidance in Air Services Agreements (ASAs) and
national or regional competition rules;
e) States should encourage cooperation among national and/or regional competition
authorities, including in the context of approval of alliances and mergers;
f) ICAO should develop tools such as an exchange forum to enhance cooperation, dialogue
and exchange of information between Member States to promote more compatible
regulatory approaches toward international air transport;
g) ICAO should develop a compendium of competition policies and practices in force
nationally or regionally; and
h) ICAO should continue to monitor developments in the area of competition in
international air transport and update, as necessary, its policies and guidance on fair
competition through the Air Transport Regulation Panel (ATRP).

ATCONF/6 RECOMMENDATION ON SAFEGUARD MEASURES
(DOC 10009, PAGES 28 AND 29)
Recommendation 2.5/1—Safeguard Measures
The Conference recommends that:
a) In the liberalization process, States should give due regard to the principles agreed upon by
the aviation community at the various ICAO fora pertaining to safeguard measures designed
to ensure the sustained and effective participation of all States in international air transport,
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including the principle of giving special consideration to the interests and needs of
developing countries;

b) In regulatory practices, States should refrain from taking unilateral action that would
negatively affect the common interest of the aviation community and the efficient and
sustainable development of international air transport;
c) ICAO should actively promote and encourage States to use the relevant ICAO guidance on
safeguard measures in their regulatory practices, and to share with ICAO and other States
their experiences in liberalization; and
d) ICAO should continue to monitor developments with respect to safeguards, and should keep
related guidance current and responsive to changes and needs of States and, where required,
work with States, interested organizations and aviation stakeholders to develop further
guidance.
————————
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APPENDIX E

ATRP Recommendation on Safeguard Mechanism for Fair Competition
(Doc 9587, pages 1-28 to 1-29)

THE PANEL RECOMMENDS THAT:
States wishing to move towards liberalization of air services in their bilateral and
multilateral relationships might consider mutually agreeing on the kinds of competitive practices by a
carrier or carriers which would be regarded as unfair, including using some or all of the following as
signals of possible unfair competitive behaviour meriting closer examination:
a) charging fares and rates on routes at levels which are, in the aggregate, insufficient to
cover the costs of providing the services to which they relate;
b) the addition of excessive capacity or frequency of service;
c) the practices in question are sustained rather than temporary;
d) the practices in question have a serious economic effect on, or cause significant
economic damage to, another carrier;
e) the practices in question reflect an apparent intent or have the probable effect, of
crippling, excluding or driving another carrier from the market; and
f) behaviour indicating an abuse of dominant position on a route.

ATConf/6 Recommendation on Dispute Settlement (Doc 10009, Page 29)
Recommendation ATRP/9-2: Dispute Settlement

THE PANEL RECOMMENDS THAT:
1)

States wishing to move towards liberalization of air services in their bilateral or
regional relationships include in their arrangements, at their discretion, in order
to mediate or resolve disputes arising from allegedly unfair competitive practices
or abuse of a dominant position, a provision for a dispute settlement mechanism:
a) a “High-level” meeting, up to Ministerial level, which parties could use when
consultations were unable to resolve a dispute concerning allegedly unfair
competitive practices;
b) a Mediator or dispute settlement panel, to be constituted from a roster of
suitably qualified aviation experts maintained by ICAO. A dispute settlement
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panel’s determination on the substance of a dispute should preferably be
binding on the parties but its decision on the remedy might be
recommendatory. Furthermore, a dispute settlement panel should be able to
give interim relief along the lines of that contained in the dispute settlement
mechanism presented to the Worldwide Air Transport Conference, via the
panel could be “asked by an involved party to rule first on the need for and
continuance of any freeze or reversion to the status quo ante; damages could
be awarded against the complainant when any such freeze or reversion is
found to be unjustified”. The parties would, however, need to agree in
advance, inter alia, on:
i)

the terms of reference, procedures, guiding principles or criteria and
terms of access to the dispute settlement panel (including whether the
parties only or whether private interests such as airlines would have
access), bearing in mind the objective and need for a simple, responsive
and expeditious process; and
ii)
how a decision of the dispute settlement panel and any remedy it
might develop would be implemented”;

2)

that ICAO develop and keep up to date, for the purpose of the foregoing
mechanism, a list of air transport experts to be available as mediators or members
of dispute settlement panels.
————————
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APPENDIX F

ICAO Bilateral Template Air Services Agreement (TASA)

1.

ARTICLE ON FAIR COMPETITION (DOC 9587, APPENDIX 5, PAGES A5-21)
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2.

F-2

ARTICLE ON SAFEGUARDS (DOC 9597, APPENDIX 5, PAGES A5-30 TO 31)
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3.

ARTICLE ON SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
(DOC 9587, APPENDIX 5, PAGES A5 47 TO 52)
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APPENDIX G

Manual on the Regulation of International Air Transport (Doc 9626)

Description on bilateral air service agreement articles on fair and equal opportunity, and
on fair competition (doc 9626, chapter 2.2, page 2.2-2)

Description on predatory pricing (Doc 9626, Chapter 4.3, pages 4.3-9 to 4.310)
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— END —
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